Ruthenium-caged antisense morpholinos for regulating gene expression in zebrafish embryos†
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Photochemical approaches afford high spatiotemporal control over molecular structure and function, for broad applications in materials and biological science. Here, we present the first example of a visible light responsive ruthenium-based photolinker, Ru(bipyridine)$_2$(3-ethynlypyridine)$_2$ (RuBEP), which was reacted stoichiometrically with a 25mer DNA or morpholino (MO) oligonucleotide functionalized with 3’ and 5’ terminal azides, via Cu(I)-mediated [3+2] Huisgen cycloaddition reactions. RuBEP-caged circular morpholinos (Ru-MOs) targeting two early developmental zebrafish genes, chordin and notal, were synthesized and tested in vivo. One-cell-stage zebrafish embryos microinjected with Ru-MO and incubated in the dark for 24 h developed normally, consistent with caging, whereas irradiation at 450 nm dissociated one 3-ethynlypyridine ligand (Φ = 0.33) and uncaged the MO to achieve gene knockdown. As demonstrated, Ru photolinkers provide a versatile method for controlling structure and function of biopolymers.

Introduction

Photochemical methods for regulating the structure, function, and/or localization of molecular species enable the manipulation of advanced materials (e.g., silicon computer chips) as well as complex biological systems. For example, channelrhodopsin—a single component, light-activated cation channel protein from algae—was co-opted in the development of optogenetic approaches for manipulating the activity of specific neurons and controlling animal behaviour.1 More generally, “caged” molecules,2 whose latent biological activity can be revealed with light, have been widely adopted, particularly for the study of amino acids,3 peptides,4 neurotransmitters,3 and metal ions.5 In each case, photoactivation with high spatiotemporal control can be achieved using a focused laser beam of suitable wavelength. Less investigated are caged oligonucleotides, despite the need for synthetically versatile photolinkers that can be activated at visible or near-IR wavelengths, as near-UV light has poor tissue penetration and can be toxic at high exposure levels.6–8 The Deiters and Chen labs recently advanced in vivo applications using caged oligos, there is a need for synthetically versatile photolinkers that can be activated at visible or near-IR wavelengths, as near-UV light has poor tissue penetration and can be toxic at high exposure levels.6–8 The Deiters and Chen labs recently advanced this concept by employing a red-shifted organic caging moiety, [7-(diethylamino)coumarin-4-yl]-methyl (DEACM),9 By co-injecting zebrafish embryos with 470 nm responsive oligonucleotide, and limitations arising from the available organic caging moieties, have slowed such development.

A particular focus for caged oligo development has been antisense morpholinos (MOs), which are commonly used to block mRNA translation and modify pre-mRNA splicing in a variety of model organisms, including mouse, zebrafish, frog, sea urchin, and chick.7 Initial caged antisense oligos from our lab,8–10 the Chen lab,11–13 and Tomasini et al.14 employed a complementary sense strand and photocleavable linker. Deiters et al. subsequently presented caged MOs where multiple caged nucleotide monomers were incorporated during solid-phase synthesis.15 In this example, MO-mRNA hybridization was sterically blocked until the caging groups were released from the nucleobases.15 A newer design strategy, presented by the labs of Chen16 and Tang17,18 has involved linking the 5’ and 3’ ends with a photocleavable moiety. The covalent linkage enforces the closed circular conformation, which prevents efficient MO hybridization to target mRNA until photocleavage restores the linear, biologically active MO. All of these approaches employed an organic photocleavable linker, such as o-nitrobenzyl or hydroxycoumarin, which yielded optimally to near-UV irradiation.19

To expand in vivo applications using caged oligos, there is need for synthetically versatile photolinkers that can be activated at visible or near-IR wavelengths, as near-UV light has poor tissue penetration and can be toxic at high exposure levels.6–8 The Deiters and Chen labs recently advanced this concept by employing a red-shifted organic caging moiety, [7-(diethylamino)coumarin-4-yl]-methyl (DEACM).9 By co-injecting zebrafish embryos with 470 nm responsive
DEACM-caged MO targeting flh and 365 nm responsive 2-nitrobenzyl-caged MO targeting spt, discrete spatiotemporal control was retained over each gene. Previous inorganic caging strategies included the use of near-IR-to-UV upconversion nanoparticles to achieve siRNA photoactivation in cells and tissues. Here, we exploited versatile ruthenium photochemistry and conjugation chemistry to generate caged oligos that are efficiently activated with visible light.

Ruthenium complexes of the general type [Ru(bipyridine)\(_2\)]\(_2\)Cl\(_2\), where X = amine, nitrile, pyridine, or thioether ligands, have been shown to undergo facile X ligand exchange with solvent upon irradiation with visible one-photon or near-IR two-photon excitation. Biologically active small molecules can be directly ligated to the Ru\(^{2+}\) center, and then released with visible light. In 2003 Etchenique and co-workers first applied this Ru-ligand exchange property by caging a potassium channel blocker, 4-aminopyridine, and have since caged several neurotransmitters. More recently, the Turro lab investigated ruthenium polypyridyl complexes for their potential as photodynamic drugs. Building on these and other Ru-caging examples, we set out to develop a Ru-photolinker amenable to caging oligos and other large biomolecules, with the goals of bypassing the harsh synthetic conditions typically required for ligand substitution at Ru\(^{2+}\), and avoiding direct reaction between biomolecules and Ru\(^{2+}\).

Here, we report the synthesis, characterization, and application of the first Ru-photolinker, [Ru(bipyridine)\(_2\)(3-ethynylpyridine)]Cl\(_2\) (RuBEP, Scheme 1). The bis-alkyne functionality enabled circularization of an oligonucleotide containing azides at both 5' and 3' termini via [3+2] azide-alkyne copper(I)-mediated cycloaddition reactions. In this way, the octahedral Ru\(^{2+}\) center remained coordinately saturated, and side-reactions between Ru\(^{2+}\) and the nucleobases were avoided. Photolysis at 450 nm restored the linear, biologically active oligo (Scheme 1).

**Results and discussion**

**Synthesis and characterization of RuBEP**

RuBEP was synthesized via a trflate intermediate from commercially available cis-Ru(bipyridine)\(_2\)Cl\(_2\) (Acros Organics) and 3-ethynylpyridine (3EP) (Scheme S1†). Reaction progress was monitored by UV-Vis spectroscopy until an MLCT band at 450 nm was observed (Fig. S1†). The PF\(_6\) salt (RuBEP-PF\(_6\)), synthesized by metathesis with ammonium hexafluorophosphate in cold water, was purified in the dark by silica column chromatography using 1:9 acetonitrile : dichloromethane as the eluent. The water-soluble chloro-ride salt (RuBEP) was then generated by metathesis with TBACl in cold acetone. Final yield was 60–70%.

The identity and purity of RuBEP was confirmed by \(^1\)H and \(^13\)C NMR spectroscopy, ESI-MS, and elemental analysis. An X-ray crystal structure (Fig. 1, S2 and Tables S1–S6†) showed standard Ru\(^{2+}\)--N bond lengths for the bipyridine and pyridine ligands. The N\(_{3EP}\)-Ru--N\(_{3EP}\) Bond angle was 92.5° and twisting of the two 3EP ligands positioned the alkynes (C40–C32 = 6.188(3) Å) for subsequent cycloaddition reactions.

Photodissociation of 3EP from RuBEP was monitored by UV-Vis (Fig. 2), LCMS (Fig. S3†), and NMR (Fig. S4†) spectrocopies. Upon continuous irradiation with 450 nm laser (53 mW cm\(^{-2}\), focused to 0.5 cm\(^2\)), the \(\lambda_{\text{max}}\) red-shifted from 450 nm to 473 nm (Fig. 2). Complete photolysis of the bulk RuBEP solution (80 μM, 1.5 mL, stirred) occurred in 5 min. The orange photoproduct [Ru[bpy]\(_2\)(3EP)(OH)\(_2\)]\(^+\) was consistent with previously characterized [Ru[bpy]\(_2\)(pyr)(OH)\(_2\)]\(^+\) complexes. Isosbestic points were observed at 450 nm and in the near-UV, as expected for the exchange of one pyridine ligand without formation of rate-limiting intermediates. \(^1\)H NMR also showed the exchange of only one 3EP ligand with a solvent water molecule, based on a shifted alkyne peak and change in integration (Fig. S4†). HR-MS also confirmed the photoproduct assignment (Fig. S3†). The quantum yield of ligand exchange in water in ambient conditions (\(\phi = 0.33 \pm 0.06\)) was determined by fitting the initial kinetics of the photoreaction (Fig. S5†). This was comparable to the quantum yield of ligand exchange reported for Ru[bpy]\(_2\)(pyr)\(_2\)Cl\(_2\) (\(\phi = 0.40\)). The uncaging efficiency for RuBEP (\(\tau_{\text{iso}} \times 10^5\) M\(^{-1}\) cm\(^{-1}\)) is determined to be 2.0 \times 10^5 M^{-1} cm^{-1} at 450 nm, which is much higher than measured for typical organic chromophores activated at near-UV wavelengths. Commonly used nitrobenzyl derivatives, for example, have uncaging efficiencies less than 100 M\(^{-1}\) cm\(^{-1}\) at 365 nm.\(^{3,9}\)

**Circularization of 25mer oligonucleotides**

Circularization protocols were investigated initially using a bis-azido 25mer DNA oligonucleotide. The [3+2] cycloaddition
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**Scheme 1** RuBEP photolinker conjugated with 25mer bis-azido morpholino formed “caged” antisense MO; subsequent 450 nm irradiation restored biologically active MO.

---

**Fig. 1** X-ray structure of RuBEP photolinker showing alkynes (bottom) available for subsequent cycloaddition reactions.
The circularization conditions were subsequently applied to antisense MOs, in order to photoregulate gene expression in living zebrafish embryos (Scheme 1). Two early developmental zebrafish genes were targeted, chordin (chd) and notail (ntl), due to their well characterized and easily recognizable knockdown phenotypes with antisense MOs. Bis-azido MOs were purchased from Gene Tools (Philomath, OR) and added to RuBEP in a 1.05:1 ratio with $10 \times \text{CuBr}$ and $20 \times \text{TBTA}$. The reaction proceeded at rt for 18 h. These conditions promoted reaction of one RuBEP per MO, thus favoring intramolecular reaction and circularization. Higher molecular weight Ru-MO polymers precipitated under the reaction conditions and were removed by centrifugation. Excess reagents (RuBEP, Cu, TBTA, and solvents) were removed with NAP-5 column, leaving pure Ru-MO in water (isolated yield $= 20–30\%$). Mass confirmation was obtained by MALDI-TOF MS (Table S8†).

Ru-MO formation was assessed by gel-shift assay employing a 25mer complementary DNA strand (Fig. 4). Due to the neutral charge of morpholinos, Ru-MO-chd and Ru-MO-ntl could not be analysed using standard PAGE or HPLC as Ru-DNA was. Thus, a Ru-MO : DNA hybrid was formed by heating to 80 °C and cooling to 4 °C, run on a 15% native polycrylamide gel on ice (100 V, 120 min) and stained with ethidium bromide (Fig. 4). The complementary DNA (lane 1) ran slower when hybridized to linear MO (lane 2). Upon circularization (lane 3), the Ru-MO-chd : DNA hybrid migrated even slower, which was due to its secondary structure and reduced affinity for complementary DNA. Photoactivation at 450 nm ($14 \text{ mW cm}^{-2}$, 3 min) resulted in complete uncaging, yielding a mono-Ru-functionalized linear MO that was hybridized to DNA (lane 4) and ran comparably to the linear MO : DNA hybrid (lane 2); the pendant Ru$^{2+}$ moiety (in lane 4) had no apparent effect. All lanes contained a slight

![Fig. 2](image-url)  
(A) Irradiation of RuBEP with 450 nm laser induced ligand exchange. (B) UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy showed isosbestic points at 364, 385, and 450 nm, consistent with the exchange of one 3EP ligand for solvent (water).

Fig. 3 Molecular beacon assay showing near complete caging of circular Ru–DNA and Ru–MO, with restoration of fluorescence intensity after photoactivation.

![Fig. 4](image-url)  
15% native PAGE gel-shift assay with 25 pmol of complementary 25mer DNA (lane 1) and DNA hybridized to 20 pmol MO-chd (lane 2), Ru-MO-chd (lane 3) and its subsequent photo-product (lane 4).
excess of complementary DNA (lowest band) to promote hybridization. QuantIT band quantification showed less than 5% unreacted bis-azido MO after 18 h RuBEP reaction. A molecular beacon assay was similarly used to confirm caging of the Ru-MO construct, with only 28% fluorescence intensity observed relative to the linear control (Fig. 3). Different beacon designs produced varying levels of background fluorescence for the Ru-MO-chd constructs, but in all cases significant modulation of fluorescent signal was observed, consistent with Ru-oligo caging and uncaging.

**Ru-MO in vivo studies**

MO-chd or Ru-MO-chd (514 pmol μL⁻¹) was microinjected into 1-cell-stage zebrafish embryos, which were incubated at 28°C in the dark and at 24 hours post-fertilization (hpf) scored for phenotypic response and imaged by confocal microscopy. Embryos scored as normal had V-shaped somites, and normal head and tail development. The chordin knockdown phenotype ranged from severe to mild where severe was identified by decreased head size, U-shaped somites, and a large blood island on the tail. The moderate and mild phenotypes were identified by U-shaped somites and a medium or small blood island on the tail. Zebrafish experiments were performed following a protocol approved by the University of Pennsylvania IACUC.

Representative images of the three levels of chd knockdown phenotypic response compared to wildtype are shown in Fig. S11.† Half of the Ru-MO-chd embryos were irradiated with 450 nm light (14 mW cm⁻², 5 min) at 1 hpf and returned to dark incubation. Fig. 5(A–D) shows representative images of (A) uninjected control, (B) Ru-MO-chd-injected embryos incubated in the dark, (C) Ru-MO-chd-injected embryos irradiated with 450 nm light, and (D) positive control embryos injected with MO-chd. A graph of phenotypic responses, Fig. 5E, confirms that Ru-MO-chd was significantly caged in vivo, with only 14% of embryos showing some level of MO-chd activity. After irradiation, 92% of embryos developed with the expected chd knockdown phenotype, showing that the retained Ru moiety did not affect MO activity in vivo. The 8% of embryos with normal development can be attributed to injection variability, as this was consistent with the MO-chd control injections (~5% normal phenotype). To confirm sequence specificity, identical experiments were performed with Ru-MO targeting ntl,‡ and similar caging/uncaging results were obtained (Fig. S12–S14†). Ru-MO-ntl showed increased background activity likely due to the slight impurities in the injection sample. The ntl bis-azido MO was received in lower purity than chd bis-azido MO, which decreased the yield and purity of the desired circular product. RuBEP was injected as a control with and without irradiation, and no toxicity or phenotypic response was observed (Fig. S15†). Additionally, a scramble morpholino was injected into 1-cell stage embryos and resulted in normal development (Fig. S16 and Table S9†).

**Conclusions**

We synthesized and characterized the first ruthenium photolinker, RuBEP, and demonstrated reaction with bis-azide-functionalized oligonucleotides to form circular, caged oligos in good yields and purity. The RuBEP photolinker is extremely versatile and will support a variety of caged oligo designs, including lariat, stem-loop, and hairpin structures. The compact geometry and structural rigidity of RuBEP are distinguishing features of this inorganic photolinker, and likely contributed to very effective caging in all circular Ru-oligos that were tested.

Ru-caged antisense MOs underwent efficient Ru²⁺-ligand exchange upon 450 nm irradiation, to reveal the biologically active, linear structures. The pendant Ru²⁺ moiety did not adversely affect target hybridization (Fig. 3 and 4) nor biological activity (Fig. 5E). In addition to the broad in vivo applications for Ru-caged MOs, we expect that RuBEP can be used to cage or crosslink many other azide-modified biomolecules, e.g., peptides, lipids, and oligosaccharides. Finally, the versatile
inorganic photochemistry of ruthenium polypyridyl complexes\textsuperscript{12,14} will allow the development of numerous Ru photolinkers for multiplexed photocontrol of diverse applications in biology and materials science.
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